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Hip Hop from the Lenzmen Cypher:Dynamics Plus releases a solo project full of sick scientific lyrics. 17

MP3 Songs HIP HOP/RAP: Alternative Hip Hop, HIP HOP/RAP: Hip Hop Details: Lenzmen are a

four-man New York based rap group. The Lenzmen have been making songs together for nearly a

decade. The name Lenzmen is structured from Lyrically Enhanced Scientists and expresses the creative

slant our version of Hip Hop is geared to. Each Lenzmen is designated with a number and a sight

description based on his order of origin (when he joined the group) and personality. Run From The Fallout

is the solo effort of lyricist/producer Dynamics Plus. What do you get when you mix Epic storytelling, Hip

Hop and Science fiction? You get the Lenzmen Dynamics Plus. Born and raised on Long Island New

York and influenced by Emcees and Rap groups that stressed originality and imagination, Dynamics

expresses a unique sound found no where else in the world of music. His artistic vision is more likened to

a graphic soundtrack that paints images of far off sounds capes with lyrics that dance across the canvass

of wordplay and metaphor. He cites Science Fiction as his main influence and it shows in his music- from

the chaotic noises he crafts into abstract melodies to the ambient tones used throughout his

compositions. WWW.LENZMEN.com Dynamica Music 2005 Also available: Lenzmen album 2: Scientific

Community cdbaby.com/cd/lenzmen Review clip follows: Tadah, UrbanSmarts.com: "That's the

complexity of it. And "Wizard Is In" shows you how to combine butter cup sweetness with the

complicating rhymes, the advanced level rhyme content, that makes 101 not good enough anymore.

...and of course, it's hard to follow Dynamics Plus' rhymes, but that's what you always proclaim to want.

You are not on an Easy Listening fan page. If you are not willing to sit down and be taken on a ride, then

why did you buckle up? It's not like this trip sucked the first time, and that's why you want to repeat it.

That's not why you bought tickets that will last for a month. And so all that should scare you about this
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record is, that it makes you wonder how many other artists and records are out there that you've never

heard of, that are so exquisitely dope."
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